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Abstract: Since 2004, unspecific peroxygenases, in short UPOs (EC. 1.11.2.1), have been explored.
UPOs are closing a gap between P450 monooxygenases and chloroperoxidases. These enzymes
are highly active biocatalysts for the selective oxyfunctionalisation of C–H, C=C and C-C bonds.
UPOs are secreted fungal proteins and Komagataella phaffii (Pichia pastoris) is an ideal host for high
throughput screening approaches and UPO production. Heterologous overexpression of 26 new
UPOs by K. phaffii was performed in deep well plate cultivation and shake flask cultivation up to 50 mL
volume. Enzymes were screened using colorimetric assays with 2,2-azino-bis-(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-
6-sulfonic acid) (ABTS), 2,6-dimethoxyphenol (DMP), naphthalene and 5-nitro-1,3-benzodioxole
(NBD) as reporter substrates. The PaDa-I (AaeUPO mutant) and HspUPO were used as benchmarks to
find interesting new enzymes with complementary activity profiles as well as good producing strains.
Herein we show that six UPOs from Psathyrella aberdarensis, Coprinopsis marcescibilis, Aspergillus
novoparasiticus, Dendrothele bispora and Aspergillus brasiliensis are particularly active.

Keywords: unspecific peroxygenase; Komagataella phaffii; 3DM database mining; secretion; heme-peroxygenase

1. Introduction

The oxyfunctionalisation of C-H bonds is one of the most interesting and challenging
reactions in organic chemistry [1–3]. The best known enzyme family performing these
oxidative reactions is probably cytochrome P450 monooxygenases [4]. These enzymes
are able to catalyse regio- and stereoselective hydroxylation, heteroatom oxygenation and
epoxidation [5] at non-activated positions. Regardless of the great biochemical potential
of theses enzymes, they are notoriously challenging to work with, e.g., they rely on nicoti-
namide cofactors and electron transport chains for enzymatic activity and are difficult
to produce heterologously. In 2004, the Hofrichter group described a novel haloperox-
idase from the fungus Agrocybe aegerita (AaeUPO), which—although undefined at this
time—marked the discovery of a novel enzyme family [6]. Originally called ‘aromatic per-
oxygenases’ and renamed as unspecific peroxygenases (EC. 1.11.2.1, UPO), these enzymes
only require H2O2 to oxidise substrates and can be considered self-sufficient in catalysing
selective oxyfunctionalisation of C-H bonds, C=C bonds and C-C bonds [7]. In contrast
to P450 monooxygenases, UPOs can perform one and two electron oxidations, which led
to the assumption that UPOs are the missing link between P450 and chloroperoxidases
like CfuCPO (or LfuCPO) from Caldariomyces fumago (EC.1.11.1.10) [8]. Although many
qualities make UPOs attractive biocatalysts, e.g., broad substrate scope, high turnover
numbers, naturally secreted, there are still some drawbacks that need to be addressed. The
substrate scope of UPOs exceeds 400 described compounds [9]; however, further chemo-,
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regio- and stereoselective reactions are desired for which no wild-type or mutant UPO
is available. For example, the R-enantiomer of phenylethanol is accessible through UPO
mediated hydroxylation [10], but to the best of our knowledge, there is no S-selective UPO
reported for this substrate. As a case in point, the broad substrate scope of UPOs is often
accompanied by a lack in specificity, as described for the hydroxylation of alkanes, which is
sometimes accompanied by an undesired overoxidation to the aldehyde or ketone [11,12].
Furthermore, the practical application of UPOs is still limited because the required oxi-
dant H2O2 may inactivate the enzyme if applied in excess. Smart reaction engineering
approaches, such as in situ generation of H2O2 utilising the catalytic O2 reduction using
enzymes [13], chemical catalysis [14], electrochemistry [15] and photocatalysis [16], tackle
this challenge, but more robust UPOs with intrinsic resistance against deactivation and
denaturation would certainly broaden the operational window further.

Over 2500 fungal genomes with more than 4800 non-characterised putative perox-
ygenase sequences are listed on NCBI [7]; however, few of them have been explored
experimentally. To date, crystal structures are available for only six of these sequences:
CfuCPO (pdb_1CPO) [17], AaeUPO (pdb_2YOR) [18], the PaDa-I mutant of AaeUPO
(pdb_5OXU) [19], MroUPO (pdb_5FUK), HspUPO (pdb_7O2G) [12] and CviUPO [20].
Briefly, UPOs can be clustered into two subfamilies: Family I UPOs (also known as short
UPOs) average around 29 kDa and are found in all phyla of the fungal kingdom. Family II
UPOs (also known as long UPOs) typically have a molecular mass of ~44 kDa and are only
present in Ascomycota and Basidiomycota (Figure 1) [8].
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Another significant challenge on the way to an ‘all-purpose-UPO-toolbox’ is efficient
enzyme production, also with regard to enzyme engineering. This includes protein folding,
heme-incorporation, post-translational modifications and appropriate glycosylation [9].
Since expression efficiency in the endogenous host system depends strongly on the respec-
tive enzyme, recombinant expression is generally preferred. Heterologous expression of
UPOs was studied in Aspergillus niger [21], Aspergillus oryzae [22], Komagataella phaffii (Pichia
pastoris) [23–25], Saccharomyces cerevisiae [24,26] and Escherichia coli [27] with significant dif-
ferences in efficiency. rCglUPO, for instance, was almost non-detectable when produced in
S. cerevisiae but yielded up to 9 mg/L in K. phaffii using 500 mL shake flask cultivation [24].

Herein, we describe our efforts to diversify the UPO toolbox by rational identification
of 26 putative proteins with the aid of a 3DM database and rapid gene cloning using
the BioXPTM 3200 system, followed by enzyme production in the yeast K. phaffii and
high throughput (HT) screening for peroxygenase and peroxidase activity with various
established UPO substrates.

2. Results
2.1. Target Choice and Sequence Comparisons

Up to now, the existing toolbox of UPOs consisted of 18 fully characterised en-
zymes [28], however, the large amount of putative sequences found in databases sug-
gests a larger variety of these enzymes, potentially with outstanding stability or diverging
substrate specificities. Therefore, we aimed to create a panel of novel, diverse UPOs.

As a summary, target sequence selection was based on existing knowledge from
literature combined with multiple sequence alignments, homology models and structural
data of UPOs.

We chose the following prototype enzymes to facilitate target sequence selection:
AaeUPO, HspUPO and MroUPO. AaeUPO is a very well characterised family II enzyme
and was used as the prototype for long peroxygenases. Fourteen sequences were selected
from this group. Further 12 enzymes were based on family I members HspUPO [12] and
MroUPO (PDB: 5FUK; unpublished). Notably, the crystal structure of HspUPO (7O1R/X/Z,
7O2D/G) was published recently [12]. To increase the probability of proper folding and
function of the selected sequences, highly conserved and catalytically important motifs
from the prototype UPOs were chosen to be strictly present in all sequences but one
(UPO46). These motifs were the PCP motif for both and the EHD-S-E and EGD-S-R-E motif
for short (family I) and long (family II) UPOs, respectively. To facilitate the choice of targets,
a 3DM database was established (Bio-Prodict BV, Nijmegen, The Netherlands) [29]. The
3DM software creates large multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) of all available sequences
and conserved positions in the structure-based MSA are sequentially numbered starting at
the N-termini. Numbers of the positions in the alignment (3DM numbers) are (most of the
time) different from the amino acid position in the individual sequences. These so-called
3DM numbers facilitate the comparison of sequences and help to identify important amino
acid residues that could have an impact on the function of the protein. In 3DM numbering,
the aforementioned conserved motifs are as follows: the PCP motif is P31, C32 and P33
and the second motif was numbered E119, G120, D121, S123, R186 and E193 and E119,
H120, D121, S123 and E193, for family II and I UPOs, respectively. For comparison, in the
AaeUPO the PCP motif and the EGD-S-R-E motif are at amino acid positions P35, C36, P37;
E122, G123, D124, S126, R189 and E196 and in the MroUPO the PCP and EHD-S-E motifs
are at amino acid positions P16, C17, P18; E85, H86, D87, S89 and E157.

Amongst all 2532 aligned sequences, the PCP motif was strictly conserved. For the
second motif, the EG/HD-S-(R)-E, the glycine was present in 59% of the sequences and the
histidine in 23%. Another more common amino acid at this position was alanine, with an
occurrence of 9%.

In total, 345 of the 2532 sequences contained the catalytic residues characteristic to
family II UPOs at the required positions (3DM numbering P31, C32, P33, E119, G120, D121,
S123, R186 and E193). These 345 sequences (long UPO subset) were further analysed to
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identify potential UPO family motif residues: First, the database tool ‘correlated mutations
tab’ was used to identify additional potentially important amino acid residues connected
to the previously defined motifs. A certain pattern was revealed: 42 of the 345 sequences
displayed P22, L23, S40, T114 and V117 (PLSTV motif). Additionally, a second motif
APNKR was abundant (38 sequences) at these positions. All other motifs were less frequent
and constituted different variations of PLSTV and APNKR, respectively. Further residues
that were described as important in literature were the five phenylalanine amino acids
(5F motif; 3DM numbering F66, F73, F118, F188, F196, corresponding to F69, F76, F121,
F191, F199 in AaeUPO numbering) responsible for the positioning of aliphatic hydrocarbon
rings in the active side [18]. Intriguingly, analysis of the 376 sequences revealed scarcely
any sequences with five phenylalanines other than the AaeUPO and its mutants (<1%, one
partial sequence). Instead, 3DM position 66 was mostly occupied by a methionine or a
leucine. The overview of motifs occurring in the 3DM positions 22, 23, 40, 66, 73, 114, 117,
188, 188 and 196 in the long UPO subset is depicted in Table 1. In a next step, the positions
M66, F73, F118, F188 and F196 (M4F motif) were combined with the PLSTV motif and the
subset was analysed for this motif combination (Table 1, motif number 3). Only 29 of all 376
sequences in the long UPO subset contained this combination of residues. These sequences
were chosen as the first pool of putative novel long UPO sequences. Additionally, a second
sequence pool was created showing no M4F and a variation of the PLSTV motif at three
different positions (3DM position 23, 114, 117), which were chosen based on the rate of
amino acid conservation observed in the long UPO subset. It is important to note that
Table 1 only depicts the frequency of occurrence of whole motifs, not of amino acids in
single positions. The consistent occurrence of certain amino acids at a certain position could
potentially indicate relevance, but it is not representative for its occurrence frequency at
this position in the subset. For example, in 3DM positions 22 and 40 alanine and asparagine
occur frequently in motifs; however, within the whole subset these positions are most
abundantly (>50%) occupied by proline and serine, respectively. Due to their high degree of
conservation over the whole subset we fixed these positions to proline and serine. In 3DM
position 23, the amino acid variation was relatively low; only proline (39%) occurs with
roughly the same frequency as the previously chosen leucine (37%). For 3DM positions
114 and 117 the most frequently occurring amino acids were threonine (46%) and valine
(31%), respectively; however, multiple other amino acids were found at these positions. For
3DM positions 114 asparagine (8%), histidine (5%) and valine (1%) were found to be the
most interesting ones, and for position 117 the second most abundant amino acid threonine
(33%), as well as serine (1%) and proline (1%) were chosen for potential sequence variations.

Table 1. Motif overview of correlated mutations of all 376 putative long UPO candidate protein
sequences with the catalytic residues PCP, EGD, R and E. Amino acids are coloured in accordance
with their physicochemical properties following the Zappo colour scheme.

Motif
Number

3DM Number Number of
Proteins

Percentage
22 23 40 66 73 114 117 118 188 196

1 A P N V L G K F L F 51 2.01%
2 A P N I I R I L G S 31 1.22%
3 P L S M F T V F F F 29 1.15%
4 A P N I L R I L G S 21 0.83%
5 A P N L L K V I Q L 20 0.79%
6 A P N M V R T V I F 20 0.79%
7 A P N M F K R F A F 18 0.71%
8 A P N I T E T F P F 16 0.63%
9 A P N F T K V I T V 16 0.63%

10 K P N M A H P I V L 15 0.59%

To create the first sequence pool of potential novel family I UPOs, HspUPO was used
as input for a BLASTp search against all relevant sequences in the 3DM database. The
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100 sequences that showed the highest similarity to HspUPO were selected as HspUPO
subset. All sequences in this subset were analysed for conserved residues using the ‘subset
specific conserved residues’ function of the 3DM database. The subset specific conservation
of individual residues relative to the whole dataset was calculated and the following
positions showing a high rate of conservation were identified: 3DM numbers 20, 34, 40,
44, 120, 125, 218, 223, and 230. A panel design depicts the residues occurring at these
positions in the HspUPO subset (Table 2). The highest amount of conservation was seen
for the residues of motif 1: W20 (48.82%), M34 (73.82%), N40 (12.72%), L44 (26.08%), H120
(42.61%), S125 (53.66%), Y218 (75.46%), E223 (26.22%) and G230 (32.87%). Fifty of the
initial 100 sequences in the HspUPO subset shared these specific conserved residues and
therefore were chosen as the first pool of putative novel short UPO sequences. For the
second sequence pool we chose a much broader approach and focused on amino acids
surrounding catalytically active residues. Sequences were selected based on homologies in
these areas compared to our prototype enzymes HspUPO and MroUPO. From the HspUPO
residues with 3DM numbering M34, R114, H115, N116, I117 and L118 between the PCP
and the EHD-S–E motif were chosen. From the MroUPO only the residues directly adjacent
to the PCP motif were selected with the following 3DM numbering: G30 and G34. All
30 sequences found in the database exhibiting the former motif were chosen for the second
sequence pool. For the latter, over 200 sequences could be found, which were further
limited by sequence similarity to the MroUPO to around 30 sequences.

Table 2. Motif overview of residues for short UPO candidates with the catalytic residues PCP, EHD,
G and E. Amino acids are coloured in accordance with their physicochemical properties following
the Zappo colour scheme.

Motif
Number

3DM Number Number of
Proteins

Percentage
20 34 40 44 120 125 218 223 230

1 W M N L H S Y E G 50 58.14%
2 W M N L H S F E G 4 4.65%
3 W F N L H S Y E G 2 2.33%
4 W M N L H S Y E G 2 2.33%

For both family I and family II UPOs, all potential target sequences of the final sequence
pools were examined for their general integrity (larger AA parts missing in alignment) and
similarity to the respective prototype UPOs HspUPO (<80%) and AaeUPO (<80%). The
most promising 15 (UPO59-UPO75, Table 3) and 17 proteins (UPO42-UPO58, Table 3) were
selected and analysed in regard to similarity to each other (<80%) and for the presence
of a signal peptide (SignalP—5.0 [30]). Finally, the remaining 12 and 14 sequences for
family I and family II, respectively, were chosen for heterologous expression as novel
UPO candidates. A phylogenetic analysis of the chosen sequences in comparison to
the 2532 sequences in the database shows that all the selected family II UPOs originate
from Basidiomycota and are closely related to the AaeUPO. The selected family I UPOs
on the other hand are distributed over multiple clades. Two candidates derived from
Basidiomycota cluster with MroUPO, all others cluster with the HspUPO in the division
Ascomycota (Figure 1).

2.2. Cloning

Genes of interest including their native signal sequences were codon optimised for K.
phaffii using the high methanol codon usage table, as described by Abad et al. [31]. Homolo-
gous regions to the expression vector were added in silico and assembly cloning was carried
out in a BioXP 3200 (Codex DNA). For all 26 targets, Sanger sequencing revealed a correct
assembly into the expression vector and coding sequence of the gene of interest. All target
sequences were cloned into the same expression vector (bisy proprietary standard vector
pBSY5Z) employing the strong de-repressible/methanol inducible HpFMD promoter [32]
to control transcription of the gene of interest (GOI). Sequence verified expression vectors
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were linearised for ectopic genomic integration and used for the transformation of com-
petent K. phaffii (BSYBG11, MutS) and for every construct (putative UPO) twelve single
colonies were picked and cultivated in HT microscale.

2.3. Screening of K. phaffi Culture Supernatants for UPO Activity and Rescreening

In the initial screening, for each UPO the cultivation supernatant of individual trans-
formants was pooled and analysed for peroxidase activity (one electron oxygenation) via
oxidation of ABTS and 2,6-DMP. In addition, peroxygenase activity was determined by
conversion of naphthalene to 1-naphthol. Notably, results from all screenings represent a
combination of UPO activity and expression/secretion efficiencies since values were not
normalised to protein amount.

Generally, for around half of the selected target proteins, peroxidase or peroxygenase
activity was found. For the family II UPO sequences, seven target proteins showed distinct
activity with at least one substrate (UPO42, 46, 47, 48, 50, 53, 56), five showed very low
activities or ambiguous results (UPO51, 54, 55, 57, 58) and two did not give any detectable
signal (UPO43, 44). Briefly, UPO46 and 47 showed remarkable performance, especially
on ABTS and 2,6-DMP. UPO46, derived from Candolleomyces aberdarensis, had more than
21 times higher initial rate activity than the corresponding positive control PaDa-I on
ABTS and 17.5 times more activity on 2,6-DMP. UPO47, originating from Coprinopsis
marcescibilis, had 25 times higher activity on 2,6-DMP and 7 times more activity on ABTS
(Supporting Information, Figure S1). Additionally, both enzymes showed the ability to
convert naphthalene: while UPO47 had 60% of the activity of PaDa-I, for UPO46 a two
times higher value than the control was recorded making this the highest recorded activity
with this substrate for all target enzymes. UPO42, 50, 53 and 56 showed similar substrate
spectra, exhibiting slight activity towards naphthalene and pronounced oxidation of 2,6-
DMP, whereby UPO42 showed the lowest values. As for UPO48, activity was only detected
with ABTS and 2,6-DMP as substrates.

For the family I UPO selection, seven target proteins showed distinct activity with at
least one substrate (UPO60, 63, 64, 67, 70, 74, 75), one showed ambiguous results (UPO 71)
and four (UPO59, 65, 66, 68) did not give any detectable signal. Briefly, UPO60 (Aspergillus
novoparasiticus) and UPO67 (Aspergillus brasiliensis) showed the most promising results,
with significant activity with all three tested substrates, albeit lower than the short UPO
benchmark HspUPO (Supporting Information, Figure S2). UPO63 and UPO75 also showed
activity towards all substrates; however, reaction rates were very slow. UPO64 only showed
peroxidase activity, with a very high reactivity towards 2,6-DMP. UPO 70 (Aspergillus
pseudotamarii) and UPO 74 (Aspergillus bombycis) both oxidized ABTS but showed only very
little activity towards naphthalene.

After the initial screening the most promising variants (UPO46, 47, 53, 56, 60, 64 and 67)
were revisited on HT microscale as follows: 84 different transformants were cultivated and the
supernatant was analysed for target protein production. Kinetic measurements were carried
out and values were normalised against the HspUPO control. One representative landscape
per UPO family is shown in the Supporting Information (Figures S3 and S4, respectively).

The three best performing clones per UPO target were selected for a rescreening in
microscale. Of each clone biological triplicates were cultivated and the resulting supernatant
was assayed for activity on ABTS, naphthalene, 2,6-DMP and, this time additionally NBD,
a second reporter substrate for peroxygenase activity [33].

Enzyme activities determined in the microscale rescreening confirmed the results
of the initial screening (Figure 2). Briefly, UPO46 and UPO47 are the best performing
family II UPOs and show similar substrate spectra with activity on all substrates, whereby
UPO46 was particularly promising with about 4-fold activity as compared to HspUPO
when looking at the demethylation of NBD to nitrocatechol. UPO53 and UPO56 also
show similar substrate spectra (no activity for ABTS, slight activity towards naphthalene
and oxidation of 2,6-DMP), however the activities are only around 20% of the benchmark
HspUPO. Here, activity against NDB was not determined for microscale cultivations, only
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supernatants from shake flask cultivations were assayed with this substrate. For family I
enzymes, UPO60 and UPO67 were able to convert all substrates (also NBD) with efficiencies
comparable to and around 50% of the benchmark, respectively. Corroborating the screening
results, UPO64 showed benchmark level activity on ABTS and very high efficiency in
2,6-DMP oxidation reaching up to 750% activity of the HspUPO. Since UPO64 showed
no peroxygenase activity (naphthalene hydroxylation) in previous experiments, it was
surprising to observe its ability to catalyse demethylation of NBD (comparable to the
benchmark). This finding emphasises that interesting activities may be overlooked when
only using a single colorimetric screening assay.

Table 3. Summary of UPO target sequences.

Organism of Origin Protein Accession No. UPO Family Shortcut Systematic Name Criteria

Galerina marginata
CBS 339.88 KDR77412.1 II UPO42 GmaUPO-II M4F & PLSTV

Leucoagaricus sp.
SymC. cos KXN81289.1 II UPO43 - M4F & PLSTV

Psilocybe cyanescens PPQ78776.1 II UPO44 - M4F & PLSTV
Candolleomyces

aberdarensis RXW15716.1 II UPO46 PabUPO-III PLSVT

Coprinopsis marcescibilis TFK24496.1 II UPO47 CmaUPO-I PLSHT

Coprinopsis marcescibilis TFK18510.1 II UPO48 Putative
CmaUPO-II PLSNS

Leucoagaricus sp.
SymC. cos KXN91485.1 II UPO50 LspUPO PPSTP

Coprinopsis marcescibilis TFK18228.1 II UPO51 Putative
CmaUPO-III PLSNT

Gymnopilus dilepis PPQ67339.1 II UPO53 GdiUPO M4F & PLSTV
Crucibulum laeve TFK34946.1 II UPO54 - M4F & PLSTV
Crucibulum laeve TFK34139.1 II UPO55 - M4F & PLSTV

Coprinellus micaceus TEB20562.1 II UPO56 CmiUPO M4F & PLSTV
Coprinellus micaceus TEB37025.1 II UPO57 M4F & PLSTV
Galerina marginata

CBS 339.88 KDR72033.1 II UPO58 - M4F & PLSTV

Penicillium steckii OQE16359.1 I UPO59 - WMNLHSYEG

Aspergillus
novoparasiticus KAB8223135.1 I UPO60 AnoUPO

WMNLHSYEG
and M34, R114,

H115, N116,
I117, L118

Gymnopus luxurians
FD-317 M1 KIK53163.1 I UPO63 - G30, G34

Dendrothele bispora
CBS 962.96 THV03356.1 I UPO64 DbiUPO G30, G34

Fusarium
pseudograminearum KAF0645823.1 I UPO65 - G30, G34

Monosporascus sp. mg162 RYP51541.1 I UPO66 -
WMNLHSYE and
M34, R114, H115,
N116, I117, L118

Aspergillus brasiliensis
CBS 101740 OJJ67899.1 I UPO67 AbrUPO M34, R114, H115,

N116, I117, L118

Aspergillus homomorphus
CBS 101889 XP_025551759.1 I UPO68 -

WMNLHSYE and
M34, R114, H115,
N116, I117, L118

Aspergillus pseudotamarii KAE8141564.1 I UPO70 ApsUPO WMNLHSYEG
Aspergillus candidus XP_024669203.1 I UPO71 - WMNLHSYEG
Aspergillus bombycis XP_022384340.1 I UPO74 AboUPO WMNLHSYEG

Stachybotrys chartarum
IBT 40292 KFA56383.1 I UPO75 SchUPO WMNLHSYEG
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Figure 2. Microscale rescreening of K. phaffii strains expressing selected novel UPOs. For each
UPO target, three different strains were cultivated. Each strain was cultivated in triplicates and
enzymatic activities of supernatants were determined. The different strains per UPO target were
named according to the shortcut (e.g., UPO46) and a clone designation reflecting the position of
this clone in the initial cultivation (e.g., _A3). Values are depicted as change of absorbance per time
(mAU/min) relative to values of the control HspUPO (100%). Absorbance was determined for ABTS,
2,6-DMP and NBD at 405 nm, 469 nm and 425 nm, respectively. Error bars represent the variance. All
values are corrected by the measurements for the control strain not expressing any target protein.

2.4. Shake Flask Cultivation of the Most Promising UPO Secreting K. phaffii Clones

After the initial screening and rescreening, which were both done in microscale,
upscaling of enzyme production to shake flasks (50 mL cultures) was evaluated. To account
for clonal variants due to integration or copy number effects, this was again done for three
individual strains of all seven novel UPOs. As described previously, the culture supernatant
was used for kinetic measurements employing four different substrates (ABTS, 2,6-DMP,
NBD and naphthalene) (Figure 3); additionally, total protein amount was determined using
the Bradford assay.
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Figure 3. Enzymatic activities of shake flask supernatants from K. pfaffii strains expressing novel
(a) family II (long) and (b) family I (short) UPOs. Each strain was cultivated in triplicates and
enzymatic activities of supernatants were determined. The different strains per UPO target were
named according to the shortcut (e.g., UPO46) and a clone designation reflecting the position of this
clone in the initial cultivation (e.g., _A3). For substrates ABTS, 2,6-DMP and NBD, values are depicted
as units volumetric activity in (mAU/mL) using the extinction coefficients of the reaction products,
as described in literature (ABTS: ε(405) = 36,000 1/M*cm [34] 2,6-DMP: ε(469) = 27,500 1/M*cm [35],
NBD: ε(425) = 9700 1/M*cm [33]). For conversion of naphthalene, enzymatic activities are given as
change in absorbance at 520 nm over time (∆Abs/min). Error bars represent standard deviation of
technical triplicate measurements. All values are corrected by the measurements for the control strain
not expressing any target protein.

For most UPOs, volumetric enzyme activities varied slightly between enzyme prepa-
rations from micro- and shake flask scale production. Generally, family I UPOs behaved
more favourably in the upscaling compared to family II UPOs, which is reflected in the
enzymatic activities as well as the amount of total protein in the supernatant. For all short
UPOs at least one clone showed total protein amounts (≥59 mg/L) distinctly above the
measurements for the wildtype strain only secreting endogenous proteins (�42 mg/L).
For none of the family I UPOs the amount of total protein in the supernatant significantly
exceeded the value determined for the wildtype strain. Regarding enzymatic activities,
for UPO64 the supernatant of shake flask cultures showed at least two-fold higher values
compared to microscale cultures (volumetric activity of microscale rescreening, Supporting
Information, Figure S5). For UPO60 and UPO67 the enzymatic activity in the cultivation
supernatant of all clones was comparable to the values determined previously in microscale.
For the family II UPOs, production in medium scale seemed to be more challenging. For
UPO46 and UPO53 no significant enzymatic activity could be determined for any of the
clones. For UPO47 and UPO56 only two clones showed clearly measurable enzymatic
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activity in the supernatant, whereby even the better ones show volumetric activities lower
than what was determined on microscale.

Furthermore, to visualise target proteins and assess purity of the different enzyme
preparations we analysed supernatants of shake flask cultivations by SDS PAGE (Figure 4).
Due to differences in total protein amount for family I and family II UPOs, the supernatant
was concentrated either 5 or 20-fold, respectively, and all samples were analysed with and
without glycosidase treatment (deglycosylation by EndoH or PNGaseF).
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Figure 4. SDS PAGE analysis of shake flask cultivation supernatant of K. pfaffii strains expressing
novel (a) family II (long) and (b) family I (short) UPOs. Culture supernatant was concentrated 5
or 20-fold, for family I and family II UPOs, respectively. Sample and gel preparation was done
under standard conditions for reduced and denatured SDS PAGE. Each enzyme was applied in a
native (left) and deglycosylated form (right, marked by +). Family II and family I UPOs were treated
with 500 units EndoH (expected size 29 kDa) or 500 units PNGaseF (expected size 36 kDa) for 16 h.
Calculated molecular weights of novel UPOs based on the primary sequence were as follows: UPO 46:
41.8 kDa, UPO 47: 41.3 kDa, UPO 53: 40.9 kDa, UPO 56: 41.9 kDa, UPO 60: 31 kDa, UPO 64: 29.8 kDa,
UPO 67: 29.7 kDa. Protein bands presumed to be target proteins are marked with an asterisk (*).

Prior to deglycosylation, all samples revealed pronounced smeary protein bands at a
high molecular weight, indicating heavy glycosylation of target proteins. This is not only
characteristic for K. phaffii, but was to be expected, since all proteins have multiple pre-
dicted N-glycosylation sites (4–9 predicted per protein, NetNGlyc—1.0 [36,37]). However,
especially for family II UPOs, a small fraction of high molecular weight proteins remained
even after glycosidase treatment, which could indicate incomplete N-glycan removal by En-
doH. Upon deglycosylation, five out of seven UPOs (UPO47, UPO53, UPO56, UPO64 and
UPO67) show one distinct protein band at approximately the calculated molecular weight,
based on the amino acid sequence. Interestingly, for UPO60 two distinct protein bands
with a size difference below 3 kDa were revealed indicating different protein subtypes. Due
to the small size difference and application of the UPO native, non-yeast secretion signal
we presume this to be a product of heterogenous posttranslational processing. A similar
phenomenon was previously observed by Püllmann et al., when recombinantly expressing
CglUPO [24]. Unsurprisingly, for UPO46 no protein band is visible at the expected height,
which fits with the lack of enzymatic activity for this sample. Generally, for family II UPOs,
even though supernatant was concentrated to a higher extent, protein bands presumably
corresponding to the target proteins (predicted molecular weight ~40 kDa) are less intense
than for family I UPOs. Additionally, after EndoH treatment additional bands below the
expected molecular weight (~36 kDa) can be seen, indicating further protein processing
or degradation. In contrast, family I UPO preparations appear to have a high degree of
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homogeneity of glycosylation, especially UPO64 and UPO67, there only one protein band
can be found after deglycosylation.

3. Discussion

In the last few years, unspecific peroxygenases, a rather young enzyme class best
known for their fungal origins and “cytochrome P450-like” biocatalytic activities (includ-
ing selective oxyfunctionalisations of non-activated hydrocarbons), have rapidly gained
attention as promising biocatalysts in the field of oxidative chemistry. Even though these
enzymes have many favourable qualities, such as broad substrate scope, high turnover
numbers and utilization of cheap co-factors [11], to name only a few, to date only around
two dozen of them have been functionally expressed and experimentally studied.

In this work, we describe the rational selection of 26 putative novel UPOs and the
successful expression of around half of them, resulting in a significant expansion of the
UPO toolbox with 11 proteins. Most promising, some of those novel enzymes show dis-
tinctly different substrate scopes than the prototypes AaeUPO and HspUPO with the tested
colorimetric peroxidase (ABTS, 2,6-DMP) and peroxygenase (naphthalene, NBD) substrates.
Additionally, for two putative family II UPOs (UPO48 and UPO57) distinct enzymatic ac-
tivities could be determined. However, they only showed conversion of typical peroxidase
substrates. Therefore, further investigation is necessary to clarify their classification as
either UPOs or peroxidases. It must be emphasised that by basing protein selection on
the conversion of three colorimetric substrates only, a certain bias was introduced, which
potentially led to the overlooking of enzymes with interesting but less common substrate
specificities. Therefore, an important future task to support enzyme discovery and en-
gineering will be to establish further HT enzymatic assays, to cover a broader range of
substrates and allow for the identification of novel interesting reactions.

To facilitate the systematic choice of target sequences we used a 3DM database. This
allowed us to easily identify motifs and conserved positions in protein subsets. However,
the scope of such a database is limited by the availability of reliable data and, although the
amount of information about UPOs has increased dramatically, particularly in the last years
(publications keywords “unspecific peroxygenase” in Google Scholar, 2019: 85, 2020: 138,
2021: 163, October 2022: 168), the amount of knowledge, especially regarding available
protein structures, is still relatively small in comparison to other proteins groups. We
hypothesise that with the accumulation of data on this enzyme family in the next few years,
new opportunities will open up, which will accelerate enzyme discovery and especially
enzyme engineering using such tailored multi-application databases.

For the selection of novel family II UPOs, we identified five potentially relevant
positions and combined a common pattern thereof (PLSTV) with known catalytically
relevant positions (M4F) to create a novel motif (M4F & PLSTV). Similarly, for the selection
of family I UPOs, different potentially relevant motifs were created either by analysing a
subset of sequences related to the HspUPO (WMNLHSYEG) or focussing on amino acids
surrounding catalytically active residues in HspUPO (and M34, R114, H115, N116, I117,
L118) and MroUPO (G30, G34), respectively. None of the described motifs seemed to have
a significant positive or negative effect on enzyme activity or expression, e.g., total drop
out of a motif group. For both family I and II proteins, around 50% of the tested targets
showed enzymatic activity, which is comparable to work done by others, based on the
identification of novel UPOs by sequence similarity to published proteins [25]. We presume,
that potentially occurring more subtle “motif-effects” would be revealed upon analysis
of a larger number of sequences. Although we were not able to find an unambiguous
relationship between motif-enzyme activity/expression, interestingly, for family II UPOs
four of five proteins with a variation of the PLSTV motif showed high enzymatic activities,
whereby two of them are the most highly active family II UPOs (UPO46 and UPO47).
Analysis of the PLSTV motif positions in the crystal structure of the prototype AaeUPO
reveals that all of the corresponding residues (P22, L23, S40, E113, T116) are on the surface
of the protein (Supporting Information, Figure S6). This makes them unlikely to be involved
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in catalysis; however, they could be relevant for enzyme expression, solubility or stability,
which underlines that due to the experimental setup the observed effect is a combination
of protein expression and enzymatic activity. Additionally, for motifs of family I enzymes,
most of the residues can be found on the surface of the proteins, according to the crystal
structures of the corresponding prototype UPOs (Supporting Information, Figure S7). The
exceptions are M41, H110 and S125 (3DM number M34, H120, S125) and G15 and G19
(3DM numbers G30, G34) in HspUPO and MroUPO, respectively. However, no specific
motif related effects could be observed for this selection.

Looking at the distribution of the sequences in the phylogenetic tree (Figure 1) many
sequences containing the same motif cluster towards the same clades, the biggest exception
being the three sequences with the shortest motif (UPO63, UPO64 and UPO65). Only
for family II UPOs, similarities in the activity profiles could be observed for proteins
with the same motif, e.g., PLSTV & M4F, which is presumably related to the fact that
those sequences are overall more closely related to each other than the family I proteins.
However, regardless of any motif-activity profile correlation, the family I UPO selection is
far more diverse and widespread than the family II selection, e.g., containing sequences
from both Basidiomycota and Ascomycota, which makes it more representative for the family
and increases the probability of finding novel functionalities. Sequences of the family
II selection are all from Basidiomycota, specifically from the same branch as the AaeUPO,
which leaves multiple other sequence clades totally unexplored and a lot more potentially
interesting enzymes to be discovered.

Recently, efforts have been made to further subdivide the family I and family II UPOs
based on their sequences: multiple subgroups have been defined based on a phylogenetic
analysis and more conserved motifs have been identified for these subfamilies [38,39]. In
these works, the authors identified the LfuCPO and the MroUPO as belonging to the same
superfamily, which they termed the peroxidase and peroxygenase (Pog) superfamily [38],
indicating that these proteins, despite having different enzymatic activities, are quite
closely related. In general, it remains unclear how exactly the differences in UPO sequences
including conserved motifs relate to different substrate spectra, and we assume that many
more enzymes will have to be characterised to solve that riddle. The UPObase database,
which was an online database of all available UPO sequences [39] and could have helped
with the selection of novel UPOs by subfamily, is unfortunately not available anymore.

In the last decade, multiple sources have described production titre as a major limiting
factor for the biocatalytic application of UPOs, in native as well as heterologous host
systems [7,11,40]. Production titre is dependent on the protein of interest (e.g., 12.6 mg/L
AaeUPO vs. 21.9 mg/L TteUPO in shake flask scale [41]), production scale (e.g., PaDa-
I in shake flask scale ~8 mg/L [23] vs. bioreactor scale 217–290 mg/L [23,42]) as well
as the respective microbial cell factory. Therefore, we evaluated upscaling of enzyme
production to shake flasks (50 mL cultures) for three individual strains of seven selected
UPOs. Generally, upscaling efforts were successful for all but two proteins. For family I
UPOs, all strains showed comparable or even higher volumetric activity in shake flasks
than on microscale. The estimated amount of target protein in the supernatant of shake flask
cultivations was comparable to similar studies with other family II UPOs (>17 mg/L, total
protein corrected by protein amount secreted by wildtype strain) [41]. However, upscaling
of family II UPO production proved to be problematic, as only two of four enzymes could
be functionally produced in shake flasks (UPO47 and UPO53) and, even then, volumetric
enzyme activity was lower than in microscale. Although it has previously been observed
that family II peroxygenases are more challenging to functionally express [41,43], such big
differences between the two cultivation scales are surprising. We presume family II UPOs to
be more susceptible to certain process parameters that change with increasing production
volume, e.g., oxygen transfer and specific growth rate. This could be related to the C-
terminal intramolecular disulfide bridge needed for correct folding. UPO46, one of the
enzymes which are problematic in shake flask production, is a special case. This enzyme is
missing the serine of the EGD-S-R-E motif which is involved in coordinating the magnesium
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ion (Mg2+) in other UPOs. This Mg2+ stabilises the porphyrin system, and its absence could
heavily influence enzyme stability [8]. However, regardless of potential stability issues,
UPO46 is still one of the most interesting newly characterised UPOs, considering its initially
determined high enzymatic activity on all substrates. UPO47 shows a similar substrate
spectrum and although activities for both peroxygenase substrates were lower than those
of UPO46, the corresponding expression strains performed better in upscaling. For family
I enzymes, from our perspective the most promising novel enzymes are UPO60 and
UPO64. They both showed peroxidase and peroxygenase activity, but differed in substrate
specificities regarding NBD and naphthalene. Additionally, production of those enzymes
in shake flasks was highly successful, resulting in highly pure enzyme preparations as
determined by SDS PAGE. Moreover, we conjecture that the enzyme titre could be further
increased by optimising the production process.

As expression host for our novel UPOs we chose K. phaffii, which has become one
of the most frequently used hosts for heterologous expression of UPOs in the last few
years [7]. This study underlines K. phaffii’s potential for recombinant protein production,
presenting 13 further successfully produced oxidative enzymes, of which eleven can now
be classified as UPOs. However, UPO production titres are still relatively low compared to
other recombinant enzymes produced in K. phaffii. This still poses a challenge that should
be addressed, especially in regard to large scale applications. Therefore, further expression
engineering as well as production process optimisation is most urgently needed for this
enzyme family, in line with the work presented by Püllmann et al. [41] and similar to that
performed for other enzymes, e.g., carboxylesterase [44].

4. Materials and Methods
4.1. General

ABTS (2,2′-Azino-bis (3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonic acid; CAS: 30931-67-0), Naph-
thalene (CAS: 91-20-3), Fast blue© B salt (CAS: 14263-94-6), 2,6-DMP (2-6-dimethoxyphenol)
(CAS: 91-10-1) and NBD (3,4-(Methylendioxy)-nitrobenzene) (CAS: 2620-44-2) and hydro-
gen peroxide (30%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). BioXP®

regents were ordered from Codex DNA (formerly SGI-DNA, Inc) (San Diego, CA, USA).

4.2. Target Choice and Sequence Comparison

The here described customised 3DM database was constructed in 2020, with more than
4000 putative UPO sequences which were automatically retrieved from public databases
such as UniProt/Swiss-Prot, PDB and NCBI. The 3DM software creates large multiple se-
quence alignments (MSAs), based on the WHAT IF structure superposition method, which
allows the downstream analysis of, e.g., correlated mutations and conserved residues [29].
The quality of those alignments is key in the downstream analysis and therefore only
sequences with a sufficient sequence identity (>30%) are kept, resulting in a database
containing 2532 sequences. The 3DM database was then used to identify interesting motifs,
conserved residues, and important amino acids in the selected prototype UPOs.

For the construction of a phylogenetic tree, we created an MSA using ClustalW2
v2.1 [45] of the 2532 sequences contained in the 3DM database. Based on this alignment, a
best-fit protein model was predicted using PROTTEST3 v3.4.2 [46], which resulted in WAG +
I + G + F, optimizing both criteria AIC and BIC. Based on this model, a maximum likelihood
tree was generated using the packages ape v5.6-2 [47,48] and phangorn v2.8.1 [49]. The
final tree was bootstrapped 100 times. To balance the tree for visualisation with ggtree
v3.0.4 [50], it was rooted using the clade of the AaeUPO as outgroup.

4.3. Cloning of Putative UPOs and Strain Construction

All selected genes were codon optimised using a high methanol codon usage table
for K. phaffii [31]. For secretion, the natural secretion signals were included. The codon
optimisation was performed by the software Gene Designer 2.0 [51]. Recognition sites
for restriction enzymes (e.g., SwaI) as well as the Shine-Dalgarno sequence, A/T and
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G/C pentamers were avoided. The overall GC content of all codon optimised DNA
sequences was between 40–50%. The secondary structure of transcribed RNA was checked
for stability using the web-based tool GeneBee [52]. The vector backbone was amplified by
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using the Phusion High-Fidelity PCR Kit and a proprietary
pBSY5S1Z vector as the template, followed by DpnI digestion and purification using the
Wizard® SV Gel and PCR Clean-Up System. The sequence was confirmed by sequencing
(Microsynth AG).

Assembly cloning was performed using the BioXPTM 3200 system from Codex DNA©

using tips, reagents, enzymes and the designed gene sequences provided by Codex DNA©.
The provided protocol for Gibson Assembly Ultra© workflow was followed. The backbone
and fragments had a 40 bp overlapping homology region. For assembly, the custom cloning
32 gold module was used. Then, 22 µL of purified PCR amplified vector backbone with a
concentration of 94.35 ng/µL was loaded into the custom cloning strip at positions A, C, E
and G. Oligo Vault™ and the DNA assembly reagent plate were placed into the appropriate
starting positions. The assembly reaction was performed with a total runtime of 18 h.
Chemically competent cells were prepared with the Mix & Go E. coli Transformation Kit
and Buffer Set from Zymo Research. Chemical competent E. coli Top 10 F’ cells were
transformed with the assembled vectors. Antibiotic selection was based on a Zeocin
resistance gene (ZeoR). Positives were identified by colony PCR using the Phire Plant©

Direct PCR Master Mix and sequencing (Microsynth AG).
K. phaffii BSYBG11 was used as the host strain. Fast Digest© SmiI (SwaI) was used

for plasmid linearisation with the standard protocol provided by Thermo Scientific. Elec-
trocompetent K. phaffii cells were transformed with 1.2 µg of linearized, purified DNA.
Positives were selected on YPD plates with 50 µg/mL Zeocin.

4.4. Heterologous Production of Putative UPOs
4.4.1. Deep-Well Plate Cultivation (DWP)

Microscale cultivation (DWP) for HT screening was performed in 250 µL BMD1 media
per well, inoculated with a fresh single colony of the target strain by sterile toothpicks. As
positive controls, HspUPO and the PaDa-I, a mutant of the prototype enzyme AaeUPO, were
cultivated in triplicates. DWPs were incubated at 28 ◦C at 320 rpm under 80% humidity
for 60 h. After depletion of the main carbon source, the cultures were induced by addition
of 250 µL BMM2 under sterile conditions. Further inductions were performed after 70, 82
and 106 h by the addition 50 µL BMM10, respectively. Prior to the harvest, cell density
was determined at 600 nm (OD600). Positive and sterile controls were included on every
plate. As negative control (EVC), the strain BSYGB11 was transformed with the plasmid
pBSY5S1Z without any insert. After a total of 130 h, the supernatant was harvested by
centrifugation at 4000 rpm for 10 min at 4 ◦C. 200 µL of supernatant were transferred into
fresh microtiter plates and stored at 4 ◦C until further use.

4.4.2. Shake Flask Cultivation

Shake flask cultivation was performed in sterile 250 mL baffled Erlenmayer flasks
with 45 mL of BMD1, covered with two layers of cotton cloth. The media was inoculated
with one fresh single colony of a target K. phaffii strain. Cultures were incubated for 60 h at
28 ◦C and 120 rpm. Induction of cultures was performed after 60 h with 5 mL BMM10 and
subsequently with 0.5 mL pure methanol at 70, 82 and 106 h, respectively. Cell density was
measured before every induction point in triplicates using Greiner Bio-One Semi-Micro
Cuvettes and a spectrophotometer. At a total of 130 h of cultivation, the culture supernatant
was harvested via centrifugation at 4000 rpm and 4 ◦C in 50 mL Falcon tubes. The cell
pellet was discarded, and the supernatant was stored at 4 ◦C for further use.

4.5. Determination of UPO Activity

All activity assays were performed in 96-well crystal-clear flat bottom Microplates
with the supernatant already spotted onto the plates. The assay solution was always freshly
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prepared in 50 mL Falcon tubes and kept on ice. H2O2 was used to start the reactions using
a Picus electronic 8 channel 50–1200 µL pipette. The total reaction volume was 200 µL per
well. Immediately after applying the reaction mixture, the plate was measured at room
temperature using the Eon Spectrophotometer (BioTek Instruments, Inc, Winooski, VT,
USA). All plates were orbital shaken for 30 s before the initial measurement. The slope of
the linear increase was used to calculate the volumetric initial rate activity Vmean in milli
absorption units per mL (mAU/mL). A minimum of 6 datapoints in the linear range of the
reaction were used to calculate the initial rate activity (slope, mAU/min).

4.5.1. ABTS Assay

ABTS assay solution for approximately 96 reactions was freshly prepared as follows:
1 mL 20× ABTS stock solution (16 mM) in sodium acetate buffer (50 mM, pH 4.5), 19 mL
sodium citrate buffer (0.2 M, pH = 4.5), 0.5 µL H2O2 (30% w/w). Then, 185 µL of ABTS
solution was added to 15 µL culture supernatants. The absorption was measured at 405 nm
wavelength for 10 min.

4.5.2. Naphthalene Assay

Naphthalene assay solution for approximately 96 reactions was freshly prepared as
follows: 2 mL 10× Naphthalene stock solution (3.9 mM) in acetone, 2 mL Fast Blue© B salt
10× stock solution (2 mM in H2O), 16 mL sodium citrate buffer 0.2 M, pH = 4.5, 0.5 µL
H2O2 (30% w/w). Naphthalene assay solution was added to 10 µL culture supernatants.
The absorption was measured at 520 nm wavelength for 15 min.

4.5.3. The 2,6- DMP Assay

DMP assay solution for approximately 96 reactions was freshly prepared as follows:
2 mL 10× 2,6-DMP stock solution (100 mM in H2O), 2 mL KPi buffer (1 M, pH = 7.0), 16 mL
dH2O, 0.5 µL H2O2 (30% w/w). DMP assay solution (185 µL) was added to 15 µL super-
natant from deep-well plates or shake flasks cultivations. The absorption was measured at
469 nm wavelength for 10 min.

4.5.4. NBD Assay

NBD assay solution for approximately 96 reactions was freshly prepared as follows:
200 µL nitrobenzene l stock solution (15 mM in acetonitrile), 21.8 mL KPi buffer (50 mM,
pH = 7.0), 2.27 µL H2O2 (30% w/w). NBD assay solution (180 µL) was added to 20 µL su-
pernatant from deep-well plates or shake flasks cultivations. The absorption was measured
at 425 nm wavelength for 3 min.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/catal13010206/s1, Figure S1. Initial screening of the supernatant
of 12 pooled transformants for class II UPOs (a) UPO46, UPO47 and UPO48 (b) UPO42, UPO43,
UPO44 and UPO50-UPO58, Figure S2. Initial screening of the supernatant of 12 pooled transformants
for class I UPOs, UPO59-UPO75, Figure S3. UPO46 landscape sorted according to enzymatic activity
for oxidation of ABTS, Figure S4. UPO64 landscape sorted according to enzymatic activity for
oxidation of ABTS, Figure S5. Microscale rescreening of K. pfaffii strains expressing selected novel (a)
class II (long) and (b) class I (short) UPOs, Figure S6. Crystal structure of AaeUPO (PDB: 2YORA) as
published by Piontek et al. with motifs selected for the discovery of novel family II UPOs highlighted,
Figure S7. Crystal structure of (a,b) HspUPO (PDB: 7O2G) and (c) MroUPO (PDB: 5FUK) as published
by Rotilio et al. and Piontek et al. with motifs selected for the discovery of novel family I UPOs
highlighted [12,18,33–35].
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